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The Collection of the Qur'an
A Reconsiileration of Western Views in Light

of Recent Methotlological Developments*

Harald Motzki (LTniversity of Nijmegen)

Ded,icaterl, to the mem,oru o.f

Ed, ile Moor

I. The Qur'än as a historical source

Ever since the Qur'an came into (earthly) existence, it has been used

for different reasons. X'or Muslims it has always been a source of moral
and religious inspiration and benefit. Muslim scholars have studied it
chiefly as a basis for their system of legal and theological doctrines and

seldom for purely historical reasons. The interest of modern Western
(non-Muslim) scholars in the Qur'än, however, has mainly been historical.
It is used as a source for the preaching of Mulgammad and for details of his
prophetic career, as a document of early Islam and even as a source for
pre-Islamic religion and society of the Arabs.

Ifone decides to approach the Qur'än as a historical source, it must be

subjected to source criticism, which is one of the great methodological

achievements of the modern study of history. The purpose of source criti-
cism is to check the authenticity, originality and correctness of what a

source purports to be or is thought to inform us about. When trying to
determine the reliability of' a source, the first questions a historian
usually asks are: How far away in time and space is the source from the
event about which it informs us? Are the date and place of origin which
the source claims for itself correct?

* A first draft of t,his article was presented at the symposium "Qur'anic Stu-

dies on the Eve ofthe 2lst Century" held at Leiden in June 1998. I am thankful to
John Nawas and Peri BeÄrman for correcting the English and for comments on the
first draft ofthis article.
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2 Harald Motzki

However, most scholars do not ask such questions any more' They

take for granted that the Qur'än is Muhammad's prophecy and that even

the time and place of origin of its parts can be determined with some cer-

tainty. Yet the fact that there are a few scholars who doubt this almost

generally accepted view and wonder whether all parts of the Qur'än really

do have the same aut,hor, reminds us that historical insights äre never

final, but must be constantly reviewed. It is therefore legitimate to ask

some source-cr:itical questions concerning the Qur'än once again. Taking

as starting point the almost generally accepted view that the Qur'än con-

tains the revelations which Muhammad announced during the first third

of the 7th centur.y AD at Mecca and Medina, we may ask: where does this

piece of information come from?

To answer this question in an empirically scientific way, we have three

possible sources of knowledge at our disposal: early Qur'änic manu-

scripts, the text of the Qur'an itself, and the Islamic tradition relating to

the Qur'än. Let us first see whether these sources offer the necessary

clues.
The question as to whether an early text really goes back to its re-

ported author can be easily answered ifwe find its autograph. In the case

ofthe Qur'än, however, no discovery ofan autograph has yet been made,

neither one writt,en by the Prophet himself nor by the scribes he may have

had. Even early manuscripts of the Qur'an are rare and their dating

is controversial. There are, aclmittedly, some fragments of the Qur'an
written on papyrus or parchment dated by some scholars to the end ofthe

I st and the first half of the 2nd century AH, but these instances of dating

are rejected by others and have not yet found general acknowledgment.l)

Additionally, the fragmentary character of most of the oldest Qur'anic
manuscripts does not allow us to conclude with certainty that the earliest

Qut:äns must have hacl tiie exact same form, size and content as the later

ones. Thus, manuscripts do not seem t<i be helpful (as yet) concerning out'

issue.

r) Cf. O. Pnntzr,, 'Die Koranhandschriften', in: Tn. Nör-onxn, Gesahichte rJes

Qorans, part 3, Leipzig lg:182,219,274. A. GnouMercN,'The Problem o{ Dating

Early Qur'an s' , rn: Der Islam 33 (1958), 213-231 and A' NruwlRtu, 'Koran" in:

H. GÄr.rn (ed,.), Grund,r,if3 iLer ara.bischen Phi,lologi,e, vol.2, wiesbaden 1987, 112.

Perhaps the Qur'änic fragments found in Yemen in 1972 (cf . G.-R,. Purw, 'Observa-

tions on Early Qut'an Manuscripts in san'5", in: s. wrr,l (ed.), The Qur'an as Tert,

Leiden 1996, 107 lll) will produce specimens which can be dated with more cer-

taintv.



The Collection of the Qur'än

What about the text itself? Does the Quian contain clear indications
as to its author or its collectors? This is a controversial question, too.
There are only very few concrete historical facts mentioned in the
Qur'an.z) In most cases we are not able to grasp from the text itself what
the historical circumstances are to which the text seems to refer.3) The
name Muhammad is mentioned only {bur times and always in the third
person.a) flsually the text is only concerned with someone called 'the
messenger' or'the Prophet', who as a rule is taken to be this same Mu-
hammad in most places. However, it can be and has been argued that the
person addressed in the Qur'än in the second person singular is not
necessarily always the messenger (and there are a few instances where
this clearly cannot be the case), but can also be regarded in many places
as the reader or reciter of'the text in general.s) If such a point of view is
adopted, the issue of Mulrammad's authorship or transmission of the en-
tire Qur'än becomes questionable.

JouN W'axsBRoucrr advocated emphatically such a thesis in his

Quranic Studies. He concluded on the basis of form-critical and other
arguments that the Qur'an had emerged out of pericopes of prophetic
logia which developed independently during the first two Islamic cen-
turies in Mesopotamia. The canonical collection, i.e., the Qur'än as it now
exists, cannot be dated, according to We.wsnnouGH, before the beginning
of the third century AH. Consequently, the Qur'än loses much of its
quality as a reliable historical source for Mulrammad's lifetime and en-
vironment and becomes instead a source for the development of one type
of religious literature of the early Islamic communities elsewhere.6)
WeNssnouGH's conclusions can be and have been criticized for several
reasons7) and only a few scholars have accepted his views. Nevertheless,

2) Cf. for a collection N. R,oerNsoN , Di,scoaeringl the Qu,r'an, London lgg6,
30 31.

3) Of. for a summary of the Qur'änic historical framework M. Coor, Muham,-
nrnd, Oxford 1983, 69 70.

a) Some scholars have even suggested that the four verses were later additions,
e.g. H. Hlnscrnnr-o , Nero Researches into the Compos'ition and Ereges'is of the

Qoran, London 1902, 139.
5) As argued by A. Rrprrx in, 'Muhammad in the Qur'än: Reading Scripture in

the 2lst Century', in: H. Morzrr (ed.), "The Biography of Muhammad: The l.ssue

of the Sources", Leiden 2000, 298-309.
6) J. Wewsenovou, Qur'anic Btud,ies, Oxford lg77,I 52.
7) Cf. the reviews by G.H.A. JurNnor,r,, rn: Journal of Bemitic Stud,ies 24

(1979), 293 296; WA. Gnanelr,in: Journal of the Ameri,can Oriental Societu 100
(1980), 137-141;A. Nnuwrnrn,tn: Die Welt des Islams2S 24(19841,539 542.
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his contribution has reminded us that on the basis of the Qur'änic text
alone Muhammad's 'authorship' of the whole text is difficult, if not im-
possible to prove.8)

It seems then that the confidence of those scholars who believe that
the Qur'än is the collection of Mutrammad's revelations must be founded
on something else. The only source which remains, if we exclude non-em-
pirical sources of knowledge, is the Islamic tradition. 'Islamic tradition'
is to be understood in a broad sense to include exegetical and historical
traditions of any kind which purport to give background information on
the Qur'än and its details or are thought to provide such information.
Thesesources,whicharefoundindifferenttypesofliterature, tafstr,szra,,
collections of su%cln or of historical traditions, can be labeled Hadith.

We are faced here with a paradox in modern Western Islamic studies.
Most Western scholars are highly skeptical about the historical reliability
of the -I,{adith but nevertheless accept on the basis of ft,oddtä reports that
the Qur'än is the revelation preached by Muhammad and that it reflects
the historical circumstances of his life. Even scholars such as Iexez
Gor,rzrnnn and Josnpn Scnacnr, who regarded most hadr,th reports as

fictitious and without any historical value for the time which they pur-
port to reflect, did not eontest the view that the Qur'än went back to Mu-
lrammad and they regarded it as the most reliable source of his life and
preaching. This inconsistent position has been abandoned only recently
by the followers of Schacht's radical opinions on the I,{adith such as

WaNsenoucn, MTcHAEL CooK, Parnrcre Cnonn, Annnnw Rrrrln,
Gn ner,n Hewrrwe and others. They doubt that the Islamic tradition can
be a historically reliable frame of referenee for the Qur'an, because it is
generally uncertain whether the information in reports on Qur'änic items
is based on real knowledge independent ofthe Qur'änic text itselfand free
of later apologetic, dogmatic and juridical preoccupations. Consequently,
they also question the general conviction that the Qur'an as a whole is a
contemporaly record of Muhammad's utterances.

Is this the only way to escape the paradox? The obvious alternative
would be to insist on the historical reliability of the Islamic tradition, at
least in its essential points. This is the position which e.g. W'. Moxrco-
MERy Warr has adopted in assuming that the iSera contains 'a basic core
of material which is sound' and in thinking that 'it would be impossible to

8) Cf. the contributions in H. Bnnc (ed.), 'Islamic Origins R,econsidered: John
Wansbrough and the Study of Early Islam', tn: Methoil & Theory in the Btud,y
of ßel'igion 9/l (Special Issue) 1997 for positive judgments of Wilrsenoueu's
studies.
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The Collection of the Qur'än

make sense of the historical material of the Qur'än without assuming the
üruth ofthis core'.e) But how can we know what the true core ofthe slra
tradition is? Werr's poor methodology in answering this question and in
dismissing Scuacnr's objections to the Hadith as not being applicable to
lhe stra material has not convinced critical minds and has brought upon
himself the reproach of being gullible. To avoid such a reproach, scholars

who are prepared to accept that the Qur'än contains Muhammad's

preaching and thus to concede to the Islamic tradition a certain value,

too, cannot but tackle the issue ofthe reliability ofthe Islamic traditions
again. In the last decade several scholars myselfincluded have devoted

themselves to this task. I have designed different strategies to cope with
the problem: a) a critical revaluation of the studies which deny to the
hadr,th reports a historical value for the {irst century, and b) an improve-
ment of the methods to analyze and date traditions. Both strategies can

be employed either on a more general level, e.g. concerning certain types
of tradit,ions, such as exegetical or legal ones,10) or on a more specific

level, e.g. with a single tradition or complex of traditions.ll) In the follow-
ing, I will explore the issue of the collection of the Qur'än, an issue which

is fundamental in assessing the authorship and date ofthe standard text.
This paper can only sketch some aspects of the problems; a comprehen-

sive discussion can be found in a more detailed study I am currently pre-

paring on this issue.

e) W. MorctcoMERYWtrr,Muhammad's Mecca, Edinburgh 1988, 1.

10) Cf. for such an approach H. Morzrr, Die Anfd'nge d'er islam'ischen .Iuris-
pruilenz, Stuttgart, 1991; revi-sed English edition: The Orig1i,ns of Islu'm'ic Jttrispnt-
de.n,ce. Mecca,n tr'i,r1h be.Jore the Aktssica,l SchooLs, Leiden 2001.

rr) Examples are H. Morzxr, 'Der Fiqh des -Zuht1 die Quellenproblemat,ik',
in: Der Islam,68 (199I), I 44; revised English edition: 'The .Iurisprudence of
IbnSihäbaz-Zuhrl.ASource-criticalstudy',Nijmegen200l,I55,http://webdoc.
ubn.kun.nl/mono/m/motzki-h/juriofibs.pdf; idem, 'Quo'uarlis Hadi!'Forschung?',
in Der Islo,m 73 (1996), 40 80, 193 231; revised English edition: 'Wither Hadith
Studies?', in: P Hardy (ed.), Tradi,ti,ons o;f Islam: flnd,erstand,ing, the Hadlth, Lon
don 2002; idem, 'The Prophet and the Cat: On Dating Malik's Muwaüfa' and Legal

Traditions',in:JerusalemStudi,esinAra,bica,nd, Islamz2(1998), 18 83; andidem,
'The Murder of Ibn Abi l-I,:Iuqavq: On t'he Origin and Reliability of some Maghazt'-

Reports', in: idem (ed.), The Bi,ography of Muhammail: The Issue of the Bources,

Leiden 2000. 170-239.
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II. The traditions on the collection of the Qur'än

The Musli,m Po'int of u'iew

According to current Muslim opinion, the canonical text of the Qur'än

as it now exists and has been found in manuscripts dating at least from

the third century AH, possibly even from earlier times, came into being as

follows: when the Prophet died, there was no complete and definitive col-

lection of his revelations aut,horized by him. More or less extensive pieces

of his revelation had been remembeled by his followers and some had been

partly written down on various materials by several persons' Shortly

a{ter his death, a {irst collection of everything was made by order oI'the

first caliph Abü Bakr and it was written on leaves. The reason {br this was

that several companions who were famous for their knowledge of the

Qur'än had died tluring Lhe ricttl'a wars, and people were afraid that parts

of the Qur'an might become lost. Abü Bakr gave Zaydb' Thäbit' a former

scribe of the Prophet, the task to collect what was available of the Qur'än.

WhenAbüBakrdied,theleavesonwhichZaydhadwrittentheQur,an
passed to the former's successor'umar and after his death to his daughter

Hafsa,oneofthewivesofMuhammad.Some20yearsafterAbüBakr's
collection, during the caliphate of 'uthman, dissension between followers

of other collections induced the caliph to issue an official collection of the

Qur'än, to deposit a copy in the most important, administrative centers of

the empire and to suppress other existing collections' This canonical ver-

sionw-asagaineditedbytheMe<linanZaydb'Thäbit,helpedbythreemen
from Qur'aysh, on the basis of the collect,ion he had already made on Abü

Bakr,s behalf which t{afqa put at the disposal of the committee. This ca-

liphal edition of the Qur'an, al-mushaf al:uthmant', became quickly uni-

versally accepted and thus the tertus receptus among Muslims.12)

The oy't'inions of Western scholars

In the first substantial western study of the Qur'än, Tuponon Nör,-

DEKE's Geschi'chte des Qord'ns, published in 1860, the author adopted the

Muslim standard account of the history of the Qur'än. In the last decades

of the 19th centur;r, however, doubts raised by western scholars with re-

12) Many authors can be cited for the Muslim standard account of the history

o{'Qur'än. I confine myself t,o a {äirly recent one: GnÄNrm Qaooüni ar,-I:farral,

Rasm al-mu,shal, Baghdad 1402/1982, I00 128'
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gard to the historical reliability of the traditions concerning the time of
the Prophet and the early history of Islam multiplied. Instrumental in
this development were the studies by I. Gor,ozIHER, on the Hadith pub-
lished in 1890 in the second volume of his Muhommed,onische Studien.In
this famous work, Gor,rzrIrE R, advanced the thesis thaL the hctd[üft,s which
allegedly report on the Prophet and his Companions cannot, as a rule, be
taken as historically authentic, fbr they reflect the political, dogmatic
and juridical developments of the Muslim community at a later time
(LTmayyad and Abbäsid periods).13) This suspicion by Western scholar-
ship o{'the Muslim tradition which originated around the turn of the cen-
tury fbund expression in the revised edition of Nör,nnxn's (leschichte des

Qorans of which the first two volumes were prepared by Fnrnonrcu
Scuwer,r,v.Ia) He wrote a cornpletely new and more detailed study on the
issue of the collection of the Qur'än,15) and his conclusions differed sub-
stantially from those of Nör,lnrn.

Scnwer,r,y rejected the historical reliability of the report that there
had already been a collection of the Qur'än made shortly after the death
of the Propheü on behal Iof the first, caliph Abü Bakr.r6; His conclusion is

based on the following arguments: I ) The connection which the report es-

tablishes between the collection and the heavy losses of experts of the
Qur'än in the battle of al-Yamäma is spurious for two reasons: on the
one hand, the transmitted lists of Muslims killed in this battle contain
only very few names of persons well known for their knowledge of the
Qur'än,tz; and on the other hand, the connection is illogical because there
is good reason to suppose that the Qur'an had already been written down
piecemeal-wise during Muhammad's lifetime. The death of experts of the
Qur'än, i.e., people who knew it by heart, can therefore not have been the

If

k
t.
lr..

I
(,1

13) I. Gor,ozrunn, Muham,ntedanische Studien, Halle l8tt9 90, vol. 2, passim.
ra) Volume I was published in 1909, yolume 2 in lglg, but was already finished

in 1914.
tr;; 'Die Sammlung des Qoräns', in: Tn. Nör,onrn, Gesch'ichte des Qorans,

part2, Leipzig 19I92, I I2I.
l6) He gave a summary of his arguments in the article 'Betrachtungen über die

Koransammlung des Abü Bekr', in: Festschr'ift Ecluartl Bacha,u zum siebzigsten (le-

burtstag e, Berlin I gl5, 321-325.
r?) In his Annali rlell' Islam, Milano 1906 26, vo|.2,702-715, 738 754; and

vol. 7, 388 418, L. Cantaxr had already made reference to this contradiction and
reached the conclusion that the tradition on a first compilation in the reign ofAbü
Bakr is a historically unreliable report rvhich has been invented to justify the com-
pilation of 'Uthman.
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8 Harald Motzki

reason for the deeision to collect the Qur'än; 2) Some reports differ as to
the question whether the collection made on behalf of Abü Bakr and the
of{icial edition made during the caliphate of 'Llthmän were almost iden-
tical. Scnwelly concludes from the contradiction that the authors ofthe
reports had no real information going back to the time of the first caliphs,
but made up their own minds about what had happened. Besides, he re-
gards it as strange that 'Uthmän had appointed a committee to collect
and edit the Qur'än under the direction of Zaydb. Thabit if the latter had
already collected and w'ritten down the text on leaves some years ago and
if this text was used as the model which was only copied; 3) n'rom the claim
of the reports that the first collection had been instigated by the first
caliph Abü Bakr and that he bequeathed his copy to his successor'Umar
we must conclude that it was an official copy. This feature is contradicted,
however, by reports which indicate that in the provinces collections made
by other Companions were widely used and by the claim that 'tImar
bequeathed Abü Bakr's copy to his own daughter L{afqa instead of to
his successor 'Uthmän, which seems odd if it were a ealiphal copy.

Based on these arguments, Scnwar,r,y concluded that the reports on a
first collection of the Qur'än for Abü Bakr were later inventions in order
to give the collection brought together by the controversial "Ilthmän
disapproved of by a section of the Muslim community more authority.
The traditions concerning the official edition prepared for the third ca-

liph, however, were accepted by Scurur,r,v as historically reliable in sub-
stance, although he detected some inconsistent or improbable details as

well, such as the claim that the Qur'än had been revealed in the language,
i.e., the dialect, of the Quraysh.18)

Around the same time other scholars took a more radical view and re-
jected even the historicity of an official collection in the time of 'Llthmän.
Plur, Cas.txova wa,s the first to claim that the Qur'an was not collected
and officially promulgated befbre the caliphate of the Umayyad Abd
al-Malik and that this had been done on the initiative of his notorious
governor al-flajjaj b. Yüsuf.le) This view was adopted and substantiated
in more detail by Ar,pnowsn Mrwcexa in his article 'The transm,ission of
the Kufan'.20) His arguments were: l)The earliest record about the com-
pilation of the Qur'an is transmitted by Iew Se'r (d. 2291844) in his ?a-
baqat, about 200 years after the death of Muhammad. About the oral

r8) Scuwar,r,v,'Sammlung', Il 27, 47-62.
re) P Cesexovt,Mohammed et la fi,n du monde, Paris 1911, 103-142,162.
20) Published in Journal of the Manchester Egyptian and, Oriental Bociety 5

(1915 19161,25 17.
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transmissionof had,tth reports during these two centuries we have no re-

liable information; 2) IsN SA.'o transmits reports on Companions who col-

lected the Qur'än during the lifetime of the Prophet and during the ca-

liphate of 'umar. He has nothing about a collection on behalf of Abü Bakr

or of 'uthmän; 3) we learn about the latter only from lhe ho,doth compi-

lation of er,-BurHÄni, who died a quarter of a century after IeN Se'p,

and from later compilations. According to MrNcelva, there is no rea,son to

prefer the younger reports of ,s.L-BurHÄnr above the earlier ones of IsN

sl'n. as Muslim and western scholars tend to do. Moreover, the reports

which these earliest compilations contain on the topic are so mixed up

and cont,radictory that, it is impossible to decide which of them can be

credited. In view of the historical unreliability of the l.t'ad't'th material,

MrwceNa proposes to look fbr sources outside the Islamic tradition. He

propounds that some syrian-christian sources äre more suitable for his-

torical purposes because they are earlier than the Muslim ones. MINcawA

enumerates the following sources:

l ) ,The dispute between Amr b. al-'Ag and the Monophysite Patriarch

of Antioch, John I', which took place and was recorded in the year 18

(639); 2) a letter written in the first years of 'I]thman's caliphate by the

bishop of Nineveh, later known as Isho'yahb III, Patriarch of seleucia,

and referring to the Muslims; 3) an account on the Muslims written by

an anonymous christian in the year 60/680; and 4) the chronicle of

JonN Ban PnxrÄyE written in 70/690, in the first years of the caliphate

of Abd al-Malik. MrNoeNa argues that in all these sources of the lst/7th
century there is no hint of any sacred Islamic Book when they describe or

mention the Muslims and their faith. The same is true, according to him,

concerning the writings of historians and theologians of the beginning of

the 2nd/8th century. 'It is only towards the end ofthe first quarter ofthis

fthe 2nd/8th H.M.] century that the Qur'än became the theme of conver-

sation in Nestorian. Jacobite, anfl Melchite ecclesiastical circles.'21) MrN-

caNa concludes from t,hese {äcts that an o{Ticial Qur'än cannot have

existed before the end ofthe 7th centurY AD.

As one of the earliest norr-Muslim accounts of the history of the

Qur'en MrweeNa quotes a passage from the Apology' of the Christian

faith written by aL-KrNoi around s30 AD some forty years before lr,-
BurnÄnr.22) In this text, a first collection during the caliphate of Abü

Bakr is mentioned (another reason for it is given, however), and an official

edition on 'tlthmän's behalf is described in a similar way as in the reports

2I) A. MrwcewA,'Transmission', 39.
22) Op. cit.,40.

tu
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transmitted by aL-BuKHÄni. Ar,-Krwni ends by saying that the existing

copies of the Qur'än were collected and revised by order of Abd al-Malik's

goyernor al-Fajjaj b. Yüsuf who 'caused to be omitted from the text a
great many passages', then had six new copies written and dist'ributed to
the main administrative centers of the provinces. He destroyed the ear-

lier copies as'llthmän had done before. According to aL-KrNDi, his ac-

count is based completely on Muslim authorities.
combining his findings from christian sources, Mrncana conclucles

that there may have existed several individual collections of the Qur'än,
even one for 'uthmän, but not an official edition before the time of the

Umayyad caliph Abd al-Malik when the Qur'än became collected and

edited on the basis of existing written and orally preserved material

under the supervision of his governor al-$aj jäj .23)

n'or many decades this radical view was not adopted by most Western

scholars, who followed the more moderate position of Scnwar,r,v, a few

even that of Nör,lnxn which coincided with the dominant Muslim tradi-
tion.24) This situation changed when in 1950 Josnpu Scnecur's bookThe

Origins of Muhammailan JurisTtruilence was published. In this study the

author tried to prove definitively Gor,ozrHER,'s thesis that most hacl,r,th

reports are historically unreliable. His conclusions were even more gen-

eral and radical in stating that the legally relevant traditions concerning

the Prophet and his Companions were generally fictitious and had

been fabricated during the 2nd century AH or later when early Mus-

lim legal scholars developed their doctrines. Although Sculcnt had

developed his ideas on the basis of legal hadtths, he did not limit his

theory to this type of tradition but thought it applicable to other

sorts as well. SculcHr's views concerning the Hadith impressed most

western scholars and in the decades following the publication of his book

skepticism became a major factor in the Western study of early Islam.

The issue of the collection o{ the Qur'än did not escape this trend. In

23) Op. cit., 46. MrNcawa,'s approach and his conclusion concerning the dating

of the Qur'än reappear some 60 years later in P. CnoNn/M. Coox, Hagarism'- The

Making of the Islantic World,Cambtidge 1977, 3 and chapter l, passim. Mrre.tNa's

article is, however, not mentioned by them.
2'1) Cf. N. Aeeorr, The Rise of the North Arabic Script anil its Kur'ani,a l)eae-

lopment, Chicago 1939,47ff. A. Jnnrnng Ma,teri,als for the Hi'storg of the Tert of

the Qur'an, Leiden 1937, 4-10. W Monreonnny WAtt: Bellb Introd,uction, to the

Qur'an, Edinburgh l9?0, 40-44. A. Wnr,cn, 'Kur'än', in: Th'e Encyclopaed,ia oJ

Islam,2nded., Leiden 1954ff., vol. 5, 404f. R. Br,ecunnn ,Introduction au Coran'

Paris 19772, 27 -34, 52_62.
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1977 two studies were published which dealt with this problem, JonN
Wensnnoucsu's Quranic Studies and JouN Bunron's Collection of the

Qur'an.25) Both authors took the view of Gor,nzrnnn and Scnacnr as an

axiomatic basis for their studies26) and came to the conclusion that all
Muslim traditions concerning the collection and redaction of the Qur'5n
are historically unreliable and must be regarded as projections of dog-

matic or legal discussions from the end o{ the 2nd Islamic century onwards.

W,q.Nsenoucn based his view not on an investigation of the relevant

traditions themselves but on Scurt cur's results as well as a {brm-analytical
study of the Qur'an and the Muslim exegetical literature. According to him,

the structure of the Qur'än in the form available now 'characterized by
variant traditiorrs, ellipsis and repetition are such to suggest not the care-

fully executed work of one or more men, but rather the product o{ an or-
ganic development from originally independent traditions during a long
period of transmission'.27) These traditions can be thought of as pericopes
of prophetic logia whic|r' had been orally transmitted over a longer period
oftime and finally grew together into a canon. The end ofthis process, the
canonization, cannot have happened earlier than the end ofthe 2nd cen-

tury AH. 'Establishment of a standard text such as is implied by the'IJth-
mänic recension traditions can hardly have been earlier.'28) Accordingly,
those and other traditions about the early collection of the Qur'än must be

regarded not as historically reliable reports, but as fictions which served
certain purposes. These reports may have been created by legal scholars,

as proposed by BunroN, in order to explain legal doctrines that are not
found in the canon, and/or may have been modeled on rabbinical accounts
ofthe establishment ofthe original text ('Llrtert') ofthe Pentateuch and
the canonization ofthe Hebrew scripture. They presuppose the canon and
can therefore not be dated earlier than the 3rd Islamic century.2e)

Bunrox presented in his book Collection of the Qur'ari a detailed in-
vestigation of the relevant Muslim traditions themselr.ers. He triecl to
show that these traditions derive from the discussions among the usül
scholars on the authority of the two main sources ol lslamic julisplu-
dence, the Qur'än and the sunna of the Prophet, and on the issue of ab-

25) J. Wansenoucrr, Qu,ra,nic Stud,ies, Oxford 1977. ,I. BunroN, Coll,ection, of
the Qur'an, Cambridge 1977.

26) Cf. t,heir introductory chaptcrs.
27) WaNsen,ov cn, Quranic Studies, 47.

'o) Op cit.,41.
2e) Op. cit.,43-52. WeNssnoucn refers here to articles by Bunrow published

before 1977.
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rogation (naskh) of Qur'änic yerses. All the traditions on collections of
the Qur'än after the death of Mulqrammad are therefore fictitious. Accord-

ing to Buntow, neither a collection on Abü Bakr's behalf nor an official
edition made by order of 'Uthmän has ever existed. What were the mo-

tives ofthe legal scholars to invent different collections and to claim that
the existant Qur'an was the result of an incomplete redaction of the reve-

lations made during'Uthmän's caliphate? BunroN thought that Muslim

legal scholars needed an incomplete Qur'änic text because there were es-

tablished legal practices which had no base in the Qur'an and had been

disputed for that reason. To save them they claimed that they were sup-

ported by revelations which had not found their way into the Qur'än as it
was. Such a view presupposed that the Prophet had not left his reve-

lations in a definitively collected form. To substantiate this supposition

the scholars invented reports about the existence ofdifferent pre-canoni-

cal collections and, in order to explain that there was actually only one

Qur'än, they also promoted the idea of an incomplete official edition
made on'IJthmän's behalf. If all the traditions on different Qur'änic col-

lections and codices are spurious, the only historically reliable fact re-

maining is the Qur'än itself. Bunron assumed that this Qur'än had been

left by Mul.rammad himself in the form as we know it today.3O) Bunrow
did not explicitly say when the many Muslim traditions concerning the

collection of the Qur'än came into being. His idea, however, that they are

the result of a discourse between tr'qtr,l scholars and the fact that he ad-

heres to Scsacur's theories on the development of Islamic jurisprudence

point to a time from the beginning of the 3rd century AH onwards. This

dating coincides roughly with that of Wewsenoucn and Mrncawe'
This is in a very condensed form the history of research done by West-

ern scholars on the issue of the collection of the Qur'än. This history is

characterized by the growing tendency to depreciate the historical value

of Muslim traditions concerning the issue and to replace thern by other

sources and by their own theories by which they try to explain how the

Qur'änic text as it is now and how the Muslim view on its history came

into being. The four main scholars who investigated the issue in this cen-

tury came to completely different conclusions u'ith regard to the date

when the canonical collection took place: Scnrur,r,v dated it in the time

of the third caliph'Uthmän, Mrnc,q.wa' in the caliphate of Abd al-Malik at

the end of the first Islamic century, Wlwssnoucs at the beginning of the

3rd century and Bunrorv in the lifetime of'Muhammad'

30) Bunron, Collection,105-210 and passim.
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In view of this variance we may wonder what the differences are be-

tween the theories of western and Muslim scholars on this issue. Are the

western models of interpretation more plausible than the Muslim re-

ports? Are they free of the prejudices of which the Muslim scholars are

suspected? Do the western studies differ from Muslim tradition because

of a special scientific quality which makes them superior to the alleged

unscientific and dogmatically biased Muslim view'? To answer these ques-

tions a critical evaluation of the different studies is called for. 1 limit my-

self here to some critical comments on each of them '

In his detailed study of Muslim traditions concerning the collection o{'

the Qur'än, Scnwar,r,v tried to separate the historically reliable reports

from the unreliable ones. He compared the contents of the different, reports

with one another, with historical in{brmation on the events and persons

mentioned in the texts, and with the Qur'än itself, and decided by virtue o{'

this comparison whether a report or some of its details should be labeled

reliable, tendentious or spurious. such an approach is not without danger.

The crucial question is whether the points of comparison which are con-

sidered historical facts are really unquestionable. SCnwer,r,y started, for

instance, from the assumption that two facts cannot be doubted: firstly,

that the known text of the Qur'än cont,ains the revelations of Muhammad

(whether completely or not is of secondary importance in this context), and

secondly, that this text is the result ofan official edition made by order of
the third caliph'tlthmän. The reasons scnwer,r,y gave for his fixed points

were that they were universally recognized and uncontested.3l) This is,

surely, not a very secure starting-point: unanimity on a scholarly issue is a

temporary phenomenon. In any case, the historicity of 'Uthman's official

edition had been questioned before ScnwaLLY by CesarqovL and would be

debated afterwards by Mrweawe, W.s.Nsenoucn and Bunron, while the

assumption that the Qur'an is nothing more than the collection of Muham-

mad's revelations has since been contested byWAIVSenOuCn ancl others. In'
addition, Scnwer,r,v's method of contrasting one piece o{ infbrmation with
another often seems to be arbitrary. To give an exarnple: In t'he complex of
traditions on the first collection made for Abü Bakr, ScxwALLY detects a

contradiction: on the one hand, it is reported that the first collection was

made {br the caliph and had been bequeathed by him to }ris successor

'umar, indicating that this collection already had an official status. on the

other hand, it is said that 'Umar bequeathed the suhu'f of the Qur'än to
his claughter I.tlafqa, which makes them a private possession. Scnwar,r,v

i,
i,
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3r ) Scnwar,r,v,'Betrachtungen', 324.
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afguesthusthatonlyoneoftheclaimscanbehistoricallytrue.Hechooses
the latter one because T,{afqa's qufuuf play an important role in the tradi-

iion* .on""rning'Uthmän's official edition' He concludes then that I1afFa's

.1uhuf ate a historically reliable detail; the whole history of these leaves

;. ;i""" by the traclitions on Abü Bakr's collection is' however' in his

view spurious. Yet we may woncLer why internal contradictions incluce

Scuw,tr,r,v to reject t'he traditions concerning Abü Bakr's collection but

notthosereportingon.Uthmän'sofficialeditionalthoughthelatt,ercon.
tain,accorclingtohim,severalinconsistenciesaswell'n.inally,itisremark-
able that scnwar,r,y aimittedlv collected the reports from a wide range of

sources, early and later ones, and sometimes remarked on differences be-

tween the report's on the same event' but did not historically evaluate the

different versions. 32 
)'-.-ComparedwithScrrwer,r,v,MrNcl.nahasakeenersenseoftheprob-

lem ofdating the sources' Nevertheless' his approach proceeds{rom sev-

eralaxiomaticassumptions,whichcanbequestioned:l)"theha'rLt'thre-
ports are historically unreliable because they were transmitted onlv

orally; 2) The date oia report can be determined by the date of the com-

pilation in which it first "-""g"*' 
Thus' reports founil in 'q'r'-BursÄni's

Jami'btttnot in lex SÄ"o's Tabaqat are younger than those alreadv aP-

pearinginthelatter;3)Thematerialcontainedinlatersourcesisasarule
less reliable than that of earlier ones and can be ignored; 4) Ohristian

sources are more reliable than Muslim sources because they are earlier

and written. Further weak points in MrNceNa,s article are: a) He makes

heavy use o{' argumenta e silentio' e'g' when he concludes from the fact

that ihe Qur'än is not mentioned in the few early Christian sources repor-

t'ingonthel\fuslims,thattherewasnoofficiallyrecognizedQur'anduring
the first Islamic century; b) A comparison of the account which the Chris-

tian lr,-Krnor gave nf in" history of t'he Qur'än with the Muslim tradi-

tionsislacking'suchacomparisonwouldhaver'evealedt}rattheCirris-
tian account is a distorted summary of several Muslim traditions and

that Mrncawe's dating of the Muslim traditions is erroneous'

W,tNssnoucn t"jät"d the trad'itions concerning the collection and

editing of the Qur'ätt *ithot't investigating them for two- reasons: l) Thev

were in contradiction with his view on the history of the Qur'änic text'

which resulted Irom a structural analysis of the Qur'än and a typological

investigation ofthe Muslim exegetical literature' and 2) he thought that the

")fu."thervaluableargumentsagainst,scgw,tr,r-y,sviewscf.A.Jorrns'.The
Qur'än II', in: A RL' BnnstoN and others (eds')' Arubic Literrt'ture to the Entl o'f

tie (J may y ad, Per i o tJ, Cambridge I 983' 235*239'
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historical unreliability of the Muslim traditions concerning the first cen-
tury had been sufficiently proven by scnecnr. The present article is not
the right place to deal with these two issues. some critical comments con-
cerning Wewsenoucs's methods can be found in several reviews written
onhis Quranic Studies.ss) The reservations which can be made with regard
to sculcnr's views concerning the development of rslamic jurisprudence
and the Hadrth are treated in detail in several recent publications.3a)

A historical dimension is completely lacking in Bunron's study of the
traditions concerning the collection of the Qur'än. He arranges the cliffer-
ent traditions to create a discourse which he thinks took place betrveen
scholars over a longer period of time. He regards some reports as reactions
to others and thus to be dated later; he speaks ofsecondary and tertiary
stages ofdevelopment; but on the whole this discourse looks rather artifi-
cial, although not implausible. The few absolute data which Bunron gives
in his study suggest that the entire process of development took place in
the 3rd Islamic century. However, Bunron did not try to check whether
his scheme of evolution is historically corroborated by the sources. He uses
preferably very late sources such as ar,-Suvü1i's ltqan fi'utüm al-eur'an
and InN lla.rln's l'a th aI-bart, without asking himself whether some of the
traditions may already be contained in earlier works and can be dated
more accurately, perhaps even before the 3rd century AH.

The preceding critical comments on Western studies dealing with the
issue of the collection of the Qur'än make clear that premises, conclusions
and methodology of these studies are still disputable. whether their al,
ternative views on the history of the Qur'än are historically more reliable
than the Muslim tradition on the issue thus remains an open question.

III. The traditions concerning the collection of the eur'än
in light of recent methodological developments

In the last two decacles the stucly of Hadith has mar-le consiclerable
progress. This is due on the one hand to a great number of new sources
which have become available and on the other hand to developments in the

3t) E.g. the reviews by JuyNsor,L, Gnanan ancl Npuwrnrn.
34) Cf. H. Morzxr, Di,e Anfringe;idem, 'Der F,iqh des Zthrl';idem, ,.lhe,lfu.s

annaf of 'Abd al-P"azzäq al-san'änr as a source of Authentic Ahd(trth of the First
OenturyA.H.',in:JournalofNearEasternstudies50(lggl), 121;andidem,,Da,
ting Muslim Traditions. A Survey', in:P Harcly (ed.), Trailitions of Islam; Under
sta,nding the Hoct,t,th, Loddon 2002.

l5
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field of methodology. Among the new sources, the pre-canonical collections
such as the Musannafs of "Ano er--Razz-ae arrd IeN Aei Snayne or
'Uuan B. SHÄBBA's Ta'rnkh al-Mad,tna, and many others have proved to be

of prime importance.ss) In the sphere of methodology, two developments
must be noticed: l) The i,snad, analysis of single traditions has been worked
out to become a powerful research tool. This is in the first place to the credit
of G.H.A. JuywsoLL.36) 2)"Ihematn analysis of hailtths has been improved
by investigat'ing the textual variants of a tradition and by combining this
approach with an i,snod, analysis. Among the scholars working in this direc-
tion, JuyNnoLL, GR,EGon Scnonr,nn and myself can be mentioned.3?)

The results which these methodological approacfres have produced so

{är make their application to the traditions concerning the collection of
the Qur'än desirable. I presented my first observations on this issue
already some yea,rs ago at an international Hadith colloquium held in
Amsterdam in 1991 and summarized them subsequently in an article
written in Dutch.38) Since then new sources have become available to me

which make it desirable to update my earlier ideas, although the main
conclusions remain the sarne.

Dati,ng wi,thout i,snad,s

Previous Western studies of the issue had to cope with the fact that the
earliest source from which the traditions concerning the history of the
mushaf was known is a rather late one, al-Jami,' al-sahth of ar--BuruÄni
(d. 2561870). The long interval of roughly 200 years between the alleged
events and the recording ofthe corresponding reports in a written source

:rr; Xno ar,-R,azzÄq e. HaxrMÄM ,tr--SaN'Äwi, al-Mu,sannaf , ll vols., Beirut
139111972,19832. IeN Ani Snavea, aL-Ki,tab ul-muqannal lV l-u,hadtth wa'L-athar,
15 vols, Hyderabad 1386 1403/1966-1983.'Uu.s.n e. Sn,tnea, Tq,'rr,kh al,-marLina

al-munawwara,4 vols., Jidda n.d.
36) Cf. his 'Some 1sn äd-Analytical Methods Illustrated on t'he Basis of Several

Woman-Demeaning Sayings fuom Had,r,th Literature', in: al-Qantara l0 (1989),

343 384.
3?) Cf. G.H.A. JuvNeor-r-, 'Early Islamic Society as R,eflected in its Use of

Isnacls',in:LeMusäon 107(1994), 151-l94.G.Scnonr-nn,CharalcterundAu,then-
tie d,er muslimischen Überl'ieferung über d,as Leben Mohammetls, Berlin/New York
1996. H. Motzrr, 'Quo uad,is I,{adit-Forschung?'; idem, 'The Prophet and the Cat'.

ll8) H. MorzKr, 'De tradities over het ontstaan van de korantekst: verzinsel of
waarheid?', in: M. Burtnr,a.an,/H. Motzrr (eds.), De ltora,n: ontstaan, interpreta-
tie en prakti.jk, Muiderberg lggS, 12-29.
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induced MrNcaNe to reject them as historically unreliable, and the late

date of appearance of these reports fitted marvelously with Waws-

BR,oucH's and BunroN's assumptions that they had been created in the

first half of the 3rd century AH at the earliest. However, even on the basis

of the sources available until 1977 it can be shown that the assumption that
aL-BuKHÄnr is the earliest source for the reports in question is erroneous,

and the sources which became available since then corroborate this.

Let us first examine the situation of the early Muslim sources in which

a collection made on Abü Bakr's behalf is mentioned. I start with ar,-

BuruÄnr, the most frequently cited source. If in ar--Bur^u-l^ni's Jami'
one report on Abü Bakr's collection were to be found, the conclusion that
al-Bukhäri himself might have invented the story or may have taken it
from someone else who had fabricated it would be difficult to disprove.

We find, however, not one, but four different accounts inhis Jami',3s) a

fact already noticed by Nör,nnrn in 1860.40) The impact of this pecrtliar-

ity on the dating of the reports has so far been overlooked' A careful

analysis of lhe matns of the four versions (three detailed and one short-

ened one) shows that the differences between them are many and varied.

Flow can we explain them? Is it plausible to assume that er,-BuxrrÄnr
purposely created the different versions? For what reason? Could it be

that he received a single version from one person, be it the fabricator or

not, but later could not remember exactly what he had heard and there-
fore retold it in three different ways? Against the latter assumption we

note that AL-BUKHÄni ascribes the four versions to different informants

and that he makes explicit note of cases in which he is not sure what' the
precise wording of his informant had been and gives an alternative. This

seems to reflect a careful transmission of the texts he had received. Thus

it seems more plausible to conclude from the different versions that
aL-BuKrrÄni received them from different persons who may be termed

his teachers or informants and would most likely have belonged to the'

preceding generation. Because their reports are only slightly difTerent

versiorrs of the same account, we must suppose a comrnon source. lf we

leave the isnails aside for the moment, this common source could be one of
ar,-BurcrÄnr's teachers or another contemporary from whom aL-Bu-
KHÄR,i's informants heard the tradition. We will see, however, that the

common source is much earlier.
Our conclusion that different versions circulated among the gene-

ration before aL-BuKrlÄR,r is corroborated by earlier sources. Two ver-

er,-BuxsÄni, aJ-Jami' a'l-qahr'h, Beirut 1992, 66:3; 65:9,20; 93:37.

TH. Nör,onrn, Geschi,chte d'es Qorans, Göt'tingen 1860, 190.
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sions are found in InN lilawear,'s (d. 241/8SE) Musnod,, one detailed and
two shorter ones.4I) The detailed version is very similar to those found in
aL-BUKEÄR,i but it is not identical with any of them. Moreover, Ien Ean-
BAL's text is shorter than that of the former; he stops with zaydb. Thä-
bit's resistance to a collection ofthe eur'än and does not report that a col-
lection was eventually made. This makes it probable that Inls llaNnar,,s
version is independent from er,-BuxuÄni's traditions and precludes that
the latter has his version from the former. However, Inlv tlaNear,,s tracli-
tions do not take us more than one gener,ation earlier than er,-Bur<nÄni's.
We may assume that IeN llexna1 received the tradition from his teach_
ers, thus from the preceding generation, but without falling back on the
i'snoil we cannot be sure o{ it. That the tradition is indeed much earlier is
proved by the Mu.snad, of an-TavÄlrsi (d. 2041920).42) His text is similar
to IsN l,{lNnar,'s long version in that it breaks off after zayd's refusal to
collect the Qur'an but it is not identical to it nor to the relevant part of
er,-BurnÄnI's versions. This favors the assumption that ar,-TayÄr,rsr,s
tradition is independent and was not the model which IeN l{annar, and
er,-BursÄnr copied, a conclusion corroborated by the ,isnad,swhich con-
tain different informants for the texts in question (lr,-T,wÄr,rsi has rbrä-
him b. sa'd, while InN Eaunar, and el-BuruÄni's short version have
Yünus). At any rate, the fact that the tradition concerning the collection
of the Qur'än on Abü Bakr's behalf is found in aL-TAyÄL tsi,s Musnail
brings the date when the tradition must have been in existence back to
the end of the 2nd century AH.

what form did the tradition have at that time? I have suggested that
they contained all the details which are found in ar,-BurnÄnI,s lo'g ver-
sions and that ar,-TavÄlrsi's and InN HaNsÄL's versions were truncated
ones. At the colloquium in Amsterdam, p crone objected, opining that
the shorter version which ignores the rearization of Abü Bakr,s pro ject
could be the original one which was improved upon later. In 1991 this ob-
iection ccruld not be dismissed on the basis o{'the matn hislory. However,
since then three sources have become available to me which prove that
crone's assumption is wrong. The first is the Kitab fad,a'i] al-eur'an
written by Anü'ueevn s. eL-seLLÄw (d.22alßg)a3) and a second one

ar) Inw I{ewner,, Musnad,, Beirut lgg3, vol. I,
188 189 (no. 2l 700).

l0 (no. 58), 13 (no. 77), vol. 5,
i

a2) ar,-TavÄr,rci,Musnad, Hyderabacl I32l, B.
a3) Anü 'Unayo ar--QÄsru s. SaLLÄM, Fad,a,il al-eur'an, Beirut l4ll/1991,

152 t56.
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the Tafsr,r of Asn .\L-Ra,zzTe @.21L1827).aa) Both compilations contain
versions which are as complete as those of ar,-BuxuÄei without being
identical with one of them. A third important new source is the first part
of al-Jami' written by Leo Ar,r,Äs B. WaHB (d. 197/812) and published in
1992.45\ Fragments of traditions are found in it which prove that the end
of the report which is lacking in er,-TeyÄr,rsl's Musnad was already
known in the last quarter of the 2nd Islamic centur;i.a6) This is the date
that can at present be assigned to the tradition concerning Abü Bakr's
collection of the Qur'an by looking for the earliest sources in which it ap-
pears and by ignoring the isnnds o{'the different versions.

llntil recently the dating of'the tradition concerning'Uthmän's offi-
cial edition of the Qur'än by the same method did not produce a com-
parable result. The text o{'the single complete vetsion contained in ar,-
BuxnÄnr's Ja,mi,'47) could not be found in earlier sources. The possible
conclusion that this tradition must be later than that on Abü Bakr's col-
lection can be refuted, however, on the ground of two fragments of the
tradition found also in ar,-BuxuEnl's Jami'which are obviously indepen-
dent of the complete version, and several reports contained in IeN l{elr-
nLL'I MusnarJ and IsN Sa'l's labaqat, which presuppose the existence of
a tradition on'LTthmän's official edition at least in the generation be{bre
aL-BUKHÄRi.a8) The sources mentioned above which recently became
available to me prove now that this tradition was known not only two gen-
erations before ar,-BurnÄni (a version that is only slightly different is

aa) Ano ,tr,-Rtzzaq ar,-Sar'Äni, Tafs[r al-Qur'an aljaziz, vol. l, Beirut l41l/
1991 , 57 58. The edit,ion does not reproduce the text of the manuscript (Cairo, Där
al-Kutub, no. 242 tafstr), of which the folios in question are almost unreadable,
wholly correctly, however. The edition gives the text of Müsä b. Isma'il (cf. ar,-Bu-
ruÄni, Jami;, 66:3), whereas the manuscript has the version of Muhammad b.
'Ubavd Alläh [Abü Thäbit] (cf . op. cit.: 93:37). The correct version is reprocluced in
the nev.edition by Mahmüd Muharnmacl Abduh (Beirut I99!)), vol. l, 249. In t,he

edition by Musta{ä Muslim Muhammad, published in al-Ri;'äd 1989, which also
used this manuscript, the text ofthe first tradition is lacking.

a5) Aen Ar,r,Äu n. Wane, al-,Iarni,'. Die Koranwi,ssertschaften,Wiesbaden 1992,
l3-18.

16) The manuscript on which the edition of er,-!evÄr,rsl's Musnad, is based be-
longs obviouslv t,o a bad transmission of his compilation; Iew Aei DÄwül trans-
mits a complete version from al-Tayälisi in his Äzräb al-Masahi,J, Leiden t 937, 6 7r

see also IrN He.ren, Fath al-bart, Beirut 1989, vol. 9, 17.
a?) ar,-BururÄnl, Jami', 66:3.
a8) ar,-BuruÄai, Jami',66:2;61:3. Irr Heneer,, Musnad,, vol. l, nos. 399,499.

Iew Sa'o, Kitab a,l Tabdqat a,l-lcabt,r, vol. II/2, Leiden 1905-f 7, I05.
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contained in Anü 'Ueayo's Fctd,-dil) but also in the last quarter of the
2nd century (according to both InN Suenee's version, which goes back to
al-Tayalisiae) but is not contained in the edition of his Musnad, and the
fragments found in IeI.T W,s.ns's Jami,'\.

Thus, our investigation has shown so far that by carefully studying the
variants ofthe traditions in question, the latter can be dated earlier than
usually supposed even on the basis of the limited sources which Western
studies written up to 1977 had at their disposal. Additionally, the new
sources which have become available since not only corroborate this con
clusion but also allow us to fix a date ante quem by only taking into con-
sideration the date when the eompilers of the sources in question had
died: The traditions on the history of the mushaf must have been in circu-
lation before the end ofthe 2nd century AH at the latest.

This provisional result, which can be further improved by i,snad,

analysis, as we shall soon see, reveals the weaknesses of some of Mruce-
NA's arguments and of the theories put forward by Wewsnnoucn and
Bunrow concerning these traditions. MrrveexA's claim that the account
of the Christian aL-KrNDr is earlier and therefore preferable to ar,-Bu-
rrrÄni's is erroneous. Even ifar,-Krnnr's letter actually originates from the
time of the caliph al-Ma'mün,50) its account of the history of the Qur'än is
clearly a distorted summary of the reports which we know from contem-
porary or earlier Muslim sources. Who is responsible for the distortion -
aL-KrNDr or his Muslim informants - cannot be ascertained. According
to WeNssnouGs and Bunron, the traditions on the collection and offi-
cial edition ofthe Qur'än cannot have been created earlier than the 3rd Is-
lamic century because they presuppose either the canonization of the
text or the general establishment of the u.sül lheory which WensBR,ouGH
and Bunror.r cannot imagine to have come about before the end of the
2nd century AH. If these traditions circulated before that date, we must
ässume either that the canonization and establishment of the usül theory
occurred earlier than they supposed or that there is no connection be-
tween the traditions in question and the supposed two developments. In

4e) IBN Süesse, Ta'rrkh, vol.4,992.
50) Authorship and dating of al-Krmoi's letter have been a matter of contro

versy for a long time. Although it is presedted as written by a Christian senior of
ficial at the court of al-Ma'mün, which induced W. Murn in combination with some
historical events mentioned in the text to date it to 215/830, some details of its
content, however, were used by L. Massignon and P Kraus to date it to roughly a
century later. Cf. G. Tnournau, Al-Kindi, Abd al-Masrh' , in The Encyclopaeilia
of Islam,2nd ed., vol. 5, 120 l2l.
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both cases crucial parts of their argument lose their plausibility. One way

bo escape this conclusion would be to claim that the sources in which the
traditions first appear are not really compilations by their putative au-

thors but by their pupils or by later generations. Wensnnoucu has used

this argument in order to reconcile his theories on the development of
Muslim exegesis with available sources. The late Nonrvrex Car,nnn re-

cently followed him in dating several legal and hodxth compilations much

later than hitherto supposed.sl) Ilowever, these attempts to revise the
date of all <,rr most sources ascribed to Muslim authors of the 2nd and

3rd Islamic centuries are unconvincing, as I and others have shown in de-

tail elsewhere.r'2)

Dati,ng on the bas'is o.f i'snad,s ond mct'tns

The method to determine the date of traditions by the approximate
date of the written sources in which they first appear results in late

dates in our case the last quarter of the 2nd century AH. This method

consciously sidesteps the fact that the texts may have a history before
they found their way into the sources which have been preserved. That
they actually had a history has already become obvious from our investi-
gation of the different matns found in the early sources. The question is,

however, whether there are methods to trace their history further back.

tlsually hadtths provide indications oftheir history in the form ofthe
chains of transmitters. Since Gor,lzrnnn, most Western scholars do not
trust i,snaiLs and usually ignore them altogether. This was the case in all
the studies which dealt with the issue of the collection of the Qur'än.
Scnacnr, however, argued that in spite of their partially fictitious char-

acter, isnails could be used to discover the fabricator of a given tradition
by comparing all its different 'isnads and looking for their common link.
His methodological suggestions have been picked up and further devel-

oped in the last twenty-five years so that we can speak o{ a methodoiogy
ol 'isnzd analysis. Even if some of its prcmises are still disputed, the
method deserves the attention of historians concerned with early Islam.

The first step to establish a common link consists in compiling the os-

nads of all versions of the same tradition which are found in different

51) N. Car,ona, Studi,es in Early Musliwt J'urisprud'ezcb, Oxibrd 1993.
52) E.g.H. Morzxr,'The Prophet and the Cat'. M. MunaNvr,'Die frühe

Rechtsliteratur zwischen Quellenanalyse und X'iktion', rn: Islamic Lau: and, So-

ciety 1(1997),224 241.
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sourees into a bundle. Ideally all available sources, even late ones, should
be included. For our purposes, however, it will be sufficient to confine the
sample of the sources to those of the 2nd and 3rd centuries AH. I shall
analyze the collection of the Qur'an on Abü Bakr's behalf first, and then
the tradition concerning its official edition under'flthmän.53)

The tradition concerning the collection made by order ofthe first ca-
liph is found in so many sources and with so many isnad,s that it is advis-
able for the sake of clarity to discuss them in two steps: firstly, hhe,isnaiLs
of'the collections which were compiled up to 2561870 (the date of ,q.r,-Bu-

KHÄRI's death), and secondly, those of the compilations whose authors
lived until 316l92S (the date of death of the last compiler considered, Inx
Asi DÄwüo). 'fhe discussion is reproduced in the diagrams I and II.

In the first period the tradition is contained in six sources: aL-
BuruÄni's Jami,', Inw I'I.Lxsarjs Musnad,, Asü 'Unavn's Fad,a'i,l, Aro
an-Razzaq's Tafstr, ar,-TayÄr,rsl's lVlusnail, and MusÄ n. 'IJqne's ,Mo-
ghazt.sa) Whereas aL-TayÄLISr and Aeo aL-Razzl.q give onlv one version
with its i,snail, Aeü "Urevl mentions in addition two other very similar
versions of which he gives only the i,sna,d,,Iew Eawslr, produces two vari,
ants, a longer and a short one, and ar,-BurgÄni gives four versions and
three additi onal 'isnad,s without matn. The six sources together produce
15 different transmission lines which all intersect in a single transmitter:
Ibn Shihäb al-Zuhr1(d. 1241742). This is the common link. Beneath it, a
single strand reaches via Ibn al-Sabbäq to the alleged narrator of the
tradition Zaydb. Thäbit. Some transmission lines between the compilers
of the sources and the common link are 'single strands', others cross with
others and form 'partial common links' (pcls), terms introduced by JuyN-
BoLL in 'isnad, analysis. On the level above the common link, two of the
five transmitters from Zuhn are such pcls: Ibrahrm b. Sa'd55) by virtue of

;r; In this article, I conflne the discussion to the dominant, i.e., most wide-
spread and accepted, traditions on the issues in question. The other accounts
which differ in structure and detail must be studied in the same manner.

5a) Cf. the notes 4l 45. MüsÄ n. 'Uqne's (d. 14l/758) K,itab al-Maghazr is only
known from fragments cited in later sources (a useful collection ofthese fragments
has been published by Mur,remueo BÄqsnisu Aeü MÄLrr, al-Maghazr, li-Müsa b.

'Uqba, Agadtr 1994). MüsÄ's tradition on Abü Bakr's collection as preserved in Ien
IJe.ren, Fatlr,, vol.9, l9 is only a summary. I omit IsN Waus's ./anzrl'because his
fragments have either no isnad, or one which belong to other fragments of a com-
bined account.

55) Ibrahim b. Sa'd b. Ibrährm al-Zltrr7 al-Madani, d. lS3/799 or 184/800;Ar,-
Dreneni, Tadhkirat al huJfaz, vol. l, Hyderabad 1955,252.
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six persons who appear as transmitters from him (er,-TÄvÄr,rsi, Abd al-
Ral.rmän b. Mahdi, Abü Kämil, Ya'qüb b. Ibrähim, Muhammad b.'Ubayd
Alläh and Müsä b. Ismä'il), and Yünus56)by virtue of two (al-Layth and
'Llthmän b. 'Umar). Among the nine transmitters of the second genera-
tion above the common link, four pcls are found (Abü l-Yaman, al-Layth,
'tIthmän b.'llmar and Mul.rammad b.'flbavd Alläh).

If we look at the collections that were compiled during the 60 years
following aL-BUKHÄRr, the picture is similar. Ilere'll'e have five sources in
which the tradition is found: IeN Asi DÄwuo's Kitab a,l-Masahif , auTa-
BAR,i's Jam'i', Anü Ya'r,Ä's Mus'nad, ar,-NasÄ'i's al-Bunan al-kubra and
AL-TrR,MrDHl's aI-Jami,' al-5ahth,57) which produce l4 transmission lines.
Again, all o{'them come together in Ibn Shihäb al-Zuhrr and t'hen (with
two exceptions)58) form a single strand with lbn al-Sabbäq and Zaydb.
Thäbit. Two of the four transmitters on the level above the common link
are pcls: Ibrährm b. Sa'd by virtue of six transmitters, and Yünus by vir-
tue of two. On the second level above the common link there are four pcls
among the ten transmitters (al-Daräwardi, Abd al-Rahmän b. Mahdi,
Ya'qüb b. Ibrähim and'flthman b. 'Umar).

If we combine the two bundles of diagrams I and II into a single one
(which I have not reproduced in a separate diagram because it would be

overcrowded), it shows 29 transmission lines which all intersect' in the
name of Ibn Shihab aI-Zahr1. This cannot be a pure coincidence. The
question is, however, how this phenomenon can be explained. There are

two possibilities: Firstly, the isnad, bundle can reflect the real process of
transmission. That would mean that the tradition in question does in-
deed go back to Ibn Shihäb al-Zuhr1, who must be the'source', i.e., the
one who spread the tradition. Secondly, the common link could be the re-

sult of systematic forgery. Some Western scholars have posited a theory
according to which someone of the second generation following Ibn Shi-
häb (e.g. al-TÄyÄLrsi) could have brought the tradition with his'isna,rJ

into circulation first. His peers took it over from him but they ail con-

56) Yünus b. Yazid al-Ayli, d. L521769 or 1591776; Al Dneneni, Tad,hkira,vol.
l, 162. Iew $rnnÄn, Kitab al-Thiqat,vol.7, Hyderabad 1981,648 49.

57) IBN Asi DÄwüo,Maqal.rif ,6 8,20,23. ar--Taeanl, Jam'i'al-hauan'anta,'util,
ayal-Qur'an,vol. l,CairoL954,59 62.AeüYa'nit,Musnarl,DamascusandBeirut
1984, vol. 1, no.63 65, 71,91. er,-NesÄ'i, al-Bunan al-ltubra, Beirut, 1991, vo].5,
7 8,9, ?8. ar.-Trnrrronl ,al-JamtaI-sa,/.t,th, vol.5, Cairo 19752,48:10.

58) One exception is MüsÄ n. 'Uqne's tradition which only mentions Ibn Shi-
häb as informant but no furt,her rsz atl; the second one is the tradition of 'Umära b.

Ghaziyva which I will deal wit,h below (see note 63).
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cealed that he was their source. Some of them skipped him in lheir i,snad,s
by referring directly to his alleged informant (e.g. Ibrahim b. Sa'd), others
replaced his informant by another name (e.g. Yünus).5e) Later gener-
ations (e.g. Ano avRtzzilq,InN Halvnar,, lr--BuruÄni or ar,-Tlnanr)
could have gone further by inventing eompletely new transmission lines
which imitated the existing ones and also intersected in the name of Ibn
Shihäb.u0) In this way Ibn Shihab could have become a common link with-
out having anything to do with the tradition fabricated two generations
later.

The explanation of the common link phenomenon as a result of
forgery has several shortcomings. Firstly, these types offorgery are only
imagined. Admittedlv there are some cases which prove that such
forgeries sometimes occurred, but there äre no indications that this was
the general manner in which isnad,s developed systematically. Secondly,
the assumption of forgery seems very manufactured in our particular
case, i.e., in the isnad,bundle described above, because it posits that a
great number of transmitters and collectors of traditions must have used
exactly the same procedure of forgery, although a number of other
methods were theoretically possible. Thirdly, and most important, a com-
parative study of the matns of all the transmission linesol) reveals a close
connection between rnatn arrd i,snad,. The matns can be classified in
groups of'sirnilar texts. Each group differs from others with regard to
some peculiarities. This phenomenon is not confined to the complex of
traditions described above, but can be observed in many had,r,ths.62) A
similar phenomenon is well known from manuscript traditions where the
manuscripts can often be classified as belonging to di{Terent stemmas. In
the case of our tradition, it is striking that the different groups of matns

lie) These possible kinds of forgery have been brought forv.ard by M. Coox
against the use of the common link fbr dating purposes. Cf. his Earlq Mu,slim
I)o11m,a, Cambridge 1981, 109 1l l

60) G.H.A. Juywnor-r- used these assumptions to try to explain the occurrence
of singlestrands intheisnad, bundle. C{l his'Näfi'theMq,wla of Ibn'Umar, andhis
Position in Muslim Hadtth Literature', in: Der Islam 70 (1993), 207 244.

61) The number of rn.afzs is 20; the remaining t,ransmission lines are either con-
nected with the matn of anothelisnarl or not combined wtth a matn at all, but
sometimes with remarks on similarities or differences wit,h ot,her versions. For lack
o{ space, it was not possible to present a detailed analysis of the matn variants in
this art,icle; I shall deai with them in a separate publication.

62) Cf. Morzrr,'Quo aod,is Yadl\-Forschung?'; idem, 'The ProTthet and, the
Cat' ; and idem,' The Murcler'.
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coincide with the different groups of isnad,s. n'ormulated alternatively,
there is arnatn group oflbrähim b. Sa'd, another one ofYünus, etc. which
differ characteristically from one another.63)

The close connection betweenma,tns andisnads favors the assumption
that the common link is the result of a real transmission process. The
assumption of forgery would mean that the forgers not only fabricated
new isnad,s but also accordingly changed the texts rrery systematically.
Admittedly, this could be imagined, too, but it seems rather unlikely that
this occurred on a large scale.6a) Thus, it seems more reäsonable to inter-
pret the common link as the common source for all the different versions
which are found in our sources. This leaves us with Ibn Shihab al-Zuhri as

the one who has circulated our tradition concerning the collection ofthe
Qur'än on Abü Bakr's behalf. Since al-Zuhri died in 1241742 we can con-
clude that this tradition must have already been known in the first
quarter of the second century AH.

The tradition concerning the official edition of the Qur'än made by
order of the third caliph 'Uthmän can be dated by means of the same
method. Since I have already described the isnad,-cum-ma,tn analysisos) in
some detail, I can be more concise now. This tradition is less represented
in the early sources than that concerning Abü Bakr's collection. As far
as I know, complete yersions are only found in sources whose putative

63) The matn-cum-isnad analysis reveals that, the versions transmitted from
Ibrähim b. Sa'd, Yünus, Shu'ayb [b. Abi Hamza al l.{imqi, d. 1621779 or 163/?80]
and Ibrähim b. Ism#il [b. Mujammi'b. Yazrd al,Madani] are all similar in struc
ture. The versions going back to'Umära b. Ghaziyya fal-Mäzini, d. 140/75? 8], on
t,he contrary, differ greatly from the other versions, not only inlhe mu,tn but also in
the i,snail in which he gives Khärija, the son of Zaycl b. Thabit, as al Zuhri's infor-
mant insteacl of Ibn al-Sabbäq. A close exarnination of 'Urnära's version shows
that it is a new composition made on the basis of al-Zuhri's account, but deviating
from him on several count,s. The deviation intheisnarl is adopted fiom two other
traditions of al-Zuhr7 which are concerned with the collection ofthe Qur'än. That
'flmära's account is not a reliable al-Zuhri tradition has already been noticed by
al Khalib and, following him, Ibn l{ajar (cf. ar,-Tasanr, Ja,mi',vol.1, 61, note by
the editor).

6a) I have given the reason why it, seems unlikely in some det,ail in 'The Prophet
and, the Cat', note 44.

65) The difference between isnad,-cum-matn and matn-cum,isnad analysis is

that the former is essentially an isnad,-analysis controlled by t,he matns whereas
the latter is in the first, place a matn-anafysis combined with t,he results of the
isnad-analysis.
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authors died in the 3rd century AH and later. I confine myself again to
the authors living before 316/929. Asü 'Un.a.vl's Fad'-di'l has three trans-
mission lines, IeN SsÄnna's Ta'rr,kh al-Mad'rna five, the Jami'' of ar-Bv'
KHÄRi three, e.r,-TrnMrDEi's Jami,' and ar-NasÄ'i's a/- Sunan al-kubra each

contain only one, Aeü Ya'LÄ'sMusnad, two, ar,-Tas tnl's Jami'three and
Iew Asi DÄwüp's Maqd,fuif four.66) All together, these eight sources con-

tain22 transmission lines of which 16 are provided with a ma'tn (see dia-
gram III). AII i.snads intersect in the name Ibn Shihäb al-Z.nhrl. On the
level above him we find fbur transmitters. Three of'them are partial com-

mon links: Ibrähim b. Sa'd by virtue of nine transmitters from him,
Yünus by virtue of three (perhaps four) and'flmara b. Ghaziyya by vir-
tue of two. The status of Ibn Shihäb as common link in the'i.snarJ bundle is
solidly established and is also corroborated by a comparison of the differ-
ent matns which can be classified in groups which accord with the'isnad
filiations.6T) We can conclude that the tradition concerning the official
edition of the Qur'än goes back to Ibn Shihäb al-Z:uhr7.

The result of the isnad,-cum-mofn, analysis is the following: The two
traditions which tell the history of lhe mushal and are widely adopted in
Muslim scholarship were both brought into circulation by Ibn Shihäb and
can be dated to the first quarter of the 2nd century AH. The date of al-
Zuhri's death is then a termi,nus post quem.68)

Is this the last word on the issue of dating? The answer to this ques-

tion depends on the interpretation which is given to the common link in
'isnail bundles. This is a much-debated issue. ScnacHT, JuYNBor,r, and
others claim that the common link is the fabricator or originator of the

66) ABü 'UBÄyo , Fa{,a'il,153-156 (in the tradition on p. l56, no. l0, the edition
which is based on the manuscript preserved in Damascus, gives the name Ma'mar
instead of Y[nus as in{brrnant of al-Layth. This is probably erroneous, bec,ause

the twcr manuscript,s of the Fada.il preserved in Tiibingen and Berlin have Yünus

as has ar--BurnÄnr's t,ransmission {iom al Layth). Ierv Snanne, ll'r.t'rr,klt,, vol.4,
991-993, 1002. er,-Buxral^n7, Jami',61:3; 66:2; 66:3. ar,-Trnuroul, Jami', vol. 5,

48:10.,q.L-Nasl'i,al-Sunan al-kubra, vol.5,6; vol.6,430. AeÜ Ye'LÄ, Musnacl,

no. 63, 9 l, ar,-feeeni, Jami', vol. I, 59 62. Iew Asi D awa o, lll asahif , 1 8-21.
ti?) 'Umära b. Ghaziyya's account shows again many dif{'erences inthe'matn

and deviates from the other versions also in the isnad (see note 63).
68) That both traditions go back to al-Zuhri is not only suggested by the fact

that both have more than one partial common link, but also by the fact, that both
traditions are transmitted by the same pupils of al-Zuhr7, not only by the most
influential Ibrähim'b. Sa'd, but also by Yunus, Shu'ayb and even the unreliable
'Umära b. Ghaziyya.
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bradition in question.6e) It would be more a,ccurate to reformulate this
factual statement a,s a methodological principle: There is no way to ascer-

üain that the single strand of the 'isnad, which reaches back from the com-

mon link to earlier transmitters or authorities is historically reliable. If
we accept this as a given, then our possibilities of dating are exhausted.

Ilowever, these conclusions do not seem compelling to me. As I have

argued elsewhere, the common links which belong to the generation of
al-Zuhr1 and the fcrllowing generation should not necessarily be con-

sidered as originators of the traditions but as the first systematic collec-

tors oftraditions who transmitted them to regular classes ofstudents out
of which an institutionalized system of learning developed.T0) Therefore,

we should ask where the information comes {rom which is given in the
tradition spread by the common link.

There is no reason to reject a priori the claim of the common link that
he received the tradition or the information on which it is based from the
person he names. In order to reject this claim, we must have concrete in-
dications that it is in all likelihood not true, e.g., that the lifetimes of the
common link and his alleged informant are not compatible with such a

claim, etc. We may also wonder whether thematn of the tradition in ques-

tion and of comparable traditions contain hints to possible motives for
fabrication. This article is not the place to engage in a discussion of the
details of the traditions which al-Zluhrl spread concerning the collection
and edition of the Qur'än and to ponder their plausibility, let alone their
historical reliability. There are, however, arguments which speak against

the assumption that al-Zuhr7 invented them outright. Additionalll', there
seem to be no grounds for assuming that he cannot have received the in-

formation on the first collection from the little-known Successor'llbayd
b. al-Sabbäq (date ofdeath unknown) and that what he reports on the of-

ficial edition of the Qur'än comes from the well-known Companion Anas

b. Mälik (d. between 911709 and 93/711). This conclusion is corroborated
by other traditions of al-Zuhri concerning the collection of the Qur'an
which are additions or variant traditions to his main versions and are said

to derive from other informants of him, such as Khärija b. Zayd, 'Llbayd

Alläh b. Abd Alläh b.'Utba and Sälim b. Abd Alläh b.'Umar. Thus, some-

6e) J. Scne.cnr, The Origi,ns of Muhommatlan Juri,sprudence, Oxford 1950,

17l-L72. Juvwror,r,, 'Some Isnad'-Analytical Met,hods', 359, 369.
70) Cf MorzKt,'Quo aad,is Hadith-Forschung?', 45. There may have been

occasional precedents already in the generation before al-Zuhri which account fbr

a few common links among the early tabi'ün. X'or additional arguments concerning

the common link see, H. Morzrr, 'Dating Muslim Traditions' chap. 3.

30
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thing can be said for the idea that al-Zuhri's accounts are based on in-
formation received from the elder generation. If we take Anas's date of
death as a chronological clue, this information must go back to the last
decades of the lst century AH. This statement should not be understood
to mean that I claim that al-Zuhn 's accounts are literally taken over from
his informants and that all the details of the two accounts necessarily de-

rive from them; this does not seem very probable in view of the mainly
oral character of the transmission in al-Zuhri's time.71) However, it does

seem safe to concluile that reports on a collection of the Qur:än on Abü
Bakr's behalf'and on an official edition made by order of 'Uthmän were al-
ready in circulation towards the end of the lst Islamic century and that
al-Zuhrl possibly received some of'them from the persons he indicated in
his zsnads.

This dating differs fundamentally from the date which W'aNsBRoucH
and BunroN assigned to these traditions. They claimed that these tradi-
tions could not have been reported before the beginning of the 3rd cen-

tury AH, because they presuppose on the one hand the canonization of
the Qur'än, which, according to Wansbrough, cannot' have taken place be-

fore the end ofthe 2nd century, and on the other hand the evolution ofthe
usül theory, which, according to Burton, cannot be dated before the end

of the 2nd century either. Their theories concerning the origins of the
traditions in question and the date of origin which they assign to them
'can, therefore, be dismissed. ScnwaLLY did not venture to date the ma-

terial, but he claims that the tradition concerning Abü Ilakr's collection
was fabricated later than that regarding the official edition under'flth-
män, and he seems to assume that the account on Abü Bakr's collection
originated in the Abbäsid era. These assumptions are equally untenable.

Conclusion: We are not able to prove that the accounts on the history
of the Qur'än go back to eyewitnesses of the events which are alleged to
have or:curred. We cannot be sure that things reallv happened as is le-
ported in the traditions. However, Muslim accounts are much earlier and
thus rnuch nearer to tlie time of the alleged events than hitherto assumed

in Western scholarship. Admittedly, these accounts contain some details
which seem to be implausible or, to put it more cautiousl;r, await expla-
nation, but the Western views which claim to replace them by more plau-
sible and historically more reliable accounts are obviouslv far from what
they make themselves out to be.

7l) For the charact,er of the transmission in his time see Morzrr,'Der tr'iqh des

Zrhrl'.
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